Ballistic and Biological Protection for Security Screening Checkpoints

Protecting Front-Line Security Personnel and Visitors from Ballistic - Biological Threat

SECURITY with COVID-19 MITIGATION

Security Screening Checkpoints are a function of Access Control and proven frontline security tool common to countless facilities. While most employ sophisticated imaging technology to detect contraband, little attention is given to protecting frontline personnel and visitors from sudden ballistic violence. With the occurrence of COVID-19, the need to protect all from biological harm has also become reality.

Introducing Amulet Screen Defender™ – state-of-the-art physical protection for the security screening process. Protecting frontline security personnel and visitors, Amulet Screen Defender™ is a bullet-resistant mobile modular platform, physically protecting life from ballistic violence and the spread of disease. Configurable to meet the demands of virtually any space, Amulet Screen Defender™ also offers ‘plug and play’ compatibility with a variety of new, emerging security technologies, as well as options for supporting personnel.

- **Amulet Ballistic Barriers®** – award-winning ballistic protection – from handgun, rifle, and blast
- **Physical barrier** – separates and protects security personnel and visitors during screening process
- **Amulet Intercept™** compatible – instant and autonomous ballistic detection and notification
- **Touchless Fever Screening** – quickly detects elevated body temperatures indicative of illness
- **Virus Testing WorkStation** – compatible with molecular point-of-care virus detection systems
- **PPE and Testing Supplies** – onboard lockable storage available